Oracle 1Z0-510 Exam
Volume: 86 Questions

Question No : 1
In an ATG multisite installation, identify three strategies that ATG employs to determine request is
associated with.
A. sticky session based
B. sticky site parameter based
C. domain based
D. path based
E. configuration File
Answer: B,C,D

Question No : 2
How does the ATG's pipeline manager identify the next element in the pipeline to be executed within a
chain?
A. using data in the Profile Marker
B. through the Pipeline registry XML data
C. using data in the Order marker
D. via the transition tag in Pipeline Definition Files
E. by using the component configuration of the pipeline manager component
Answer: E

Question No : 3
Which three reasons justify why customers should choose Oracle ATG Web Commerce as their cross
channel commerce platform?
A. It is the most complete and integrated e-commerce solution in the market.
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B. It has the most flexible, modular, and elegant architecture compared to other competing solutions.
C. It features production-ready reference applications that can be easily customized to meet your
application requirements.
D. It is the easiest platform to implement a compared e-commerce solution in the market.
E. It has the best online merchandising business tools and applications of all competing solutions.
Answer: A,B,D

Question No : 4
What is the name of the property in the customer profile that contains a list of PromotionStatus Repository
Items?
A. customerPromotions
B. activePromotions
C. globalPromotions
D. usedPromotions
Answer: B

Question No : 5
Which repository is used to store information about converted orders?
A. /atg/commerce/order/OrderRepository
B. /atg/commerce/order/abandoned/AbandonedOrderLogRepository
C. /atg/userprofiling/ProfileAdapterRepository
D. Converted orders information is not stored in the repository.
Answer: B

Question No : 6
What role does the Qualifier play in ATG Commerce?
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A. It extends Scheduler to reload qualified global promotions.
B. It determines if any Item qualifies for the discount and which pieces should receive the discount.
C. It qualifies the item and then applies the discount to the item.
D. It's a collection class attached to the ItemPricingEngine with a list of qualified items.
Answer: B

Question No : 7
Which two DSP Tags can specify a tag converter?
A. dsp:valueof
B. dsp:printvalue
C. dsp:include
D. dsp:input
Answer: A,D

Question No : 8
In order to ensure versioning integrity, a deploying project obtains exclusive locks on its assets when
deployment starts. What is the effect of these locks?
A. Until a project's asset looks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot add the asset
to the project.
B. Until a project's asset locks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot he in author
mode and are shown as locked in the BCC UI.
C. Until a project's asset locks are released, other projects that share those Assets cannot deploy.
D. It is a database lock and has no effect on the UI. Other projects will net a concurrent update exception
it a database save is issued for the shared assets.
Answer: C
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Question No : 9
Your company would like to serve personalization content based on the last item viewed by the customer.
What is the highest level of scope (Global being highest) that the slot component can have?
A. Global
B. Session
C. Request
D. Window
Answer: B

Question No : 10
If you want to access the list of the customer's active and global promotions, which pricing will you use?
A. PricingEngine
B. PricingTools
C. PricingModelHolder
D. PricingCalculator
Answer: C

Question No : 11
What must you configure for ATG to charge the payment on the first shipment?
A. Configure settlementStep in PaymentManager.
B. This is handled OOTB. ATG always settles on last shipment in accordance with PCI compliance.
C. Configure SettleOnFirstShipment on OrderFulfiller.
D. Nothing, ATG assumes settlement was done when order was placed.
E. Write custom code in HardgoodFulfiller.
Answer: C
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Question No : 12
What is the reanimated order?
A. INCOMPLETE orders that have not been checked out by customers and instead have remained idle for
a duration of time
B. Previously abandoned orders that have since been modified by the customer in some way, such as
adding items or changing item quantities.
C. Previously abandoned orders that have been successfully checked out by the customer.
D. Abandoned orders that have been abandoned for so long that reanimation of the order is no longer
considered realistic.
Answer: B

Question No : 13
Which two ASE tasks can be performed from the ACC but not the BCC?
A. creating a custom product catalog
B. creating targeters
C. creating scenarios
D. creating slots
E. creating products and SKUs
Answer: C,D

Question No : 14
In the item descriptor provided, what is the column book_index used for?
<item-descriptor name = "author">
<table name = "PRJ_AUTHOR" type = "primary" id-column-name = "ID">
<property name = "id" column-name = "ID" data-type = "string"/>
<property name = "Last Name" column-name = LAST_NAME"
data-type = "string"/>
</table>
<table name = "PRJ_BOOK_AUTHORS" type = "multi"
id-column-name= "AUTHOR_ID" multi-column-name= "Book_inDEX">
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<property name = "booksWritten" data-type = "list"
Component-item-type = "book" column-name = "book_id"/>
</table>
</item-descriptor>
A. It is used for storing the database index of the books table.
B. It is used for storing the sequence of books by the author.
C. It is used to store the primary key of the prj_book_author table as the author_id column is not unique.
D. It is a reference to auxiliary table not present in this item descriptor that stores the values.
E. It is a legacy field and not used.
Answer: B

Question No : 15
The business requires that only three Items be shown on the page from a slot even though the slot is
populated with many more. What are two ways to do this?
A. Not possible. Fix the number of items in the slot.
B. Limit the number of items served in the slot configuration.
C. Set the maxItemsDisplayed property on the store configuration.
D. Advice business to show more as this requirement requires custom code.
E. Limit the number of items displayed in the properties passed to targeting droplets on the page.
Answer: B,E

Question No : 16
Which item descriptor in the SiteRepository is used to define Site Categories?
A. siteConfiguration
B. siteTemplate
C. siteGroup
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D. siteCategory
Answer: B

Question No : 17
In a multisite environment, what is the default sharing behavior of user profiles?
A. They are shared across all the sites.
B. They are not shared and hence are separate across the sites.
C. They can be configured into groups that specify the sharing behavior.
D. There is no default behavior. It needs to be custom designed and implemented.
Answer: A

Question No : 18
What should be the scope of the GiftlistSearch component?
A. GiftlistSearch should be request scoped
B. GiftlisSearch should be session-scoped because multiple pages are typically involved in gathering and
displaying information.
C. GiftlisSearch Search should be global scoped as it is a stateless component invoking GiftlistManager.
D. GiftlistSearch scope cannot be changed as It Is overridden by ATG when it initializes and its life cycle
is timer based.
Answer: B

Question No : 19
Which three query types are NOT supported by the SQL repository?
A. includesAll
B. elementAt
C. indexOf
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D. starts with
E. ignorecase
Answer: A,B,C

Question No : 20
You've made the following category assignments to your catalogs. Which categories will be displayed if a
call is made on allRootCategories on catalog B?
Catalog A:
rootCategories = category1, category2
Catalog B:
rootCategories = category3, category4
rootSubCatalogs = CatalogA
A. category1, category2, category3, catcgory4
B. category3, category4 only
C. category3, category4 are included, category1 and category2 may be included based on configuration
of catalog B.
D. category3, category4 are included, category1 and category2 may be included based on configuration
of Catalog A.
Answer: A

Question No : 21
Which is a valid list of component scopes?
A. Singleton, Session, Request
B. Global, Session, Request, Dynamic
C. Singleton, Prototype, Request, and Session
D. Global, Session, Request, and Window
E. Singleton, Global, Session, Request
Answer: D
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Question No : 22
How do you define ID as a composite key in the item descriptor of a table?
A. <table name = "doc" type = "primary" id-column-names = "folder_id, doc_id">
<property name = "ID" column-name = "folder_id, doc_id data-types = "string, int"/>
</table>
B. < table name = "doc" type = "primary" id-column-names = "folder_id, doc_id">
<property name = "ID" column-name = "folder_id " data-type = "string">
<property name = "ID" column-name = "doc_id " data-type = "int">
</table>
C. <table name = "doc" type = "primary">
<property name = "ID" column-name = "Folder_id" data-types = "int"/>
</table>
D. It is illegal to have a composite key as an ID column.
Answer: A

Question No : 23
What is the state of a newly created order?
A. CREATED
B. INCOMPLETE
C. PROCESSING
D. NO_PENDING_ACTION
Answer: B

Question No : 24
Which statement is true regarding hidden fields on the dsp:form?
A. User defined hidden fields are not allowed. ATG will use hidden fields for internal tracking.
B. User defined hidden fields are allowed but they can only pass static or EL values, to form handlers for
additional processing logic.
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C. User defined hidden fields are allowed and they can set component properties on form submission.
However only static and EL values are allowed as a value.
D. User defined hidden fields are allowed and then can set component properties on form submission.
The value can either be static or a param field bean attribute.
Answer: C

Question No : 25
Invoking Full Deployment on Production will cause ___________.
A. Temporary loss of data interrupting a customer's shopping process
B. Nothing, because if data is already deployed and is current, this action will be ignored
C. ATG to flush and re apply data on the passive database, switch and then on the other database
D. ATG to flush and re apply data on the passive database. The active one is not touched to prevent
interruption of data
E. Nothing, because full deployment is a development activity. It is forbidden when the server is in
production mode
Answer: C

Question No : 26
What is the resulting outcome when the statements below are executed without a transaction?
repositoryItem.setPropertyValue("name", "John");
repositoryItem.setPropertyValue("lastName", "Doe")
A. For each setProperty value, ATG begins a JTA transaction, calls setPropertyValue, and commits the
JTA transaction. At this point, SQL is issued and the changes are committed.
B. Before the 1st setPropertyValue is executed, a JTA transaction begins. After the 2nd setProperty Value
is called, ATG commits the JTA transaction. At this point, SQL is issued and the changes are committed.
C. ATG throws an error as multiple setPropertyValue have to be executed within a transaction.
D. Before the 1st setPropertyValue is executed, a JTA transaction begins. The SQL is issued when you
call updateItem.
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